THE MONTANA FIRE PIT COLLECTION

MONTANA FIRE PIT COLLECTION:
Make comfort a statement with the Montana Fire Pit Collection from
Hanover. This collection includes everything you need to create an
warm retreat space in the comfort of your own backyard. Spend your
days lounging comfortably in the sun, and by nightfall, ignite the fire
pit to create a cozy setting for hours of warm conversation. Each
piece is made with all-weather resin that is hand-woven over durable
aluminum frames. Thick foam cushions are wrapped in premium
outdoor fabric that resists moisture, stains, and UV harm. The fire
pit operates off a 20 lb. LP gas tank (not included) that is securely
held in a convenient chamber within the base. Elegant red fire glass is
provided for the center burner as well as a protective lid for when the
fire is not in use. Great for use all year, this fire pit chat set will provide
a warm setting for you and your loved ones gather around.

ITEM

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

DEEP-SEATING ARM CHAIR

33.62”L x 33.10”W x 29.25”H

34.36 lbs.

SLAT-TOP FIRE PIT COFFEE TABLE

43.34”L x 43.34”W x 23.50”H

60.79 lbs.

TILE-TOP FIRE PIT COFFEE TABLE

43.82”L x 35.83”W x 23.50”H

75.00 lbs.

Arm Chair

Arm Chair

Arm Chair

FEATURES:
··

• Durable all-weather construction

··

• Handcrafted resin weave

··

• Deep-seating cushions wrapped
in premium outdoor fabric

··

• Three fire pit table options

··

• Great for use all year long

··

• Additional color options available

··

• Some assembly required

··

• 1-year limited warranty

··

MONTANA COLOR OPTIONS

Autumn Berry

Navy Blue

Natural Oat

5-Piece Chat Set with a Natural Stone Tile-Top Fire Pit
This chat set includes four cushioned armchairs and a tiletop fire pit table. The top of the fire pit hosts a porcelain
tile inlay, with the look and feel of natural stone. A set of
back and seat cushions are included for each chair as well
as a bag of red fire glass and lid for the central burner .
MNT5PCFP-NVY-TN (NAVY BLUE)..................................... UPC: 013964884388
MNT5PCFP-RED-TN (AUTUMN BERRY) ........................... UPC: 013964884401
MNT5PCFP-TAN-TN (NATURAL OAT) ............................... UPC: 013964884425

MNT5PCFP-TAN-TN

in natural oat with stone-top fire pit

5-Piece Chat Set with a Woodgrain Tile-Top Fire Pit
This chat set includes four cushioned armchairs and a tile-top
fire pit table. The top of the fire pit hosts a porcelain tile inlay,
featuring glazed faux-wood tiles for a contemporary appeal.
A set of back and seat cushions are included for each chair as
well as a bag of red fire glass and lid for the central burner.
MNT5PCFP-NVY-WG (NAVY BLUE)................................... UPC: 013964884395
MNT5PCFP-RED-WG (AUTUMN BERRY) .......................... UPC: 013964884418
MNT5PCFP-TAN-WG (NATURAL OAT) ............................. UPC: 013964884432
MNT5PCFP-RED-WG in autumn berry with tile-top fire pit

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

MONTANA COLOR OPTIONS

Autumn Berry

Navy Blue

Natural Oat

5-Piece Chat Set with a Slat-Top Fire Pit Table
This set includes four cushioned armchairs and a slat-top fire pit
table. A set of back and seat cushions are included for each
chair as well as a bag of red fire glass and lid for the central
burner.
MNT5PCFPST-NVY (NAVY BLUE)....................................... UPC: 013964884449
MNT5PCFPST-RED (AUTUMN BERRY) ............................. UPC: 013964884456
MNT5PCFPST-TAN (NATURAL OAT) ................................. UPC: 013964884463

MNT5PCFPST-NVY in navy blue with slat-top fire pit

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

